
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The integrity of Syria’s internet is at risk. Syria’s North is slowly being disconnected, as regime tactics—including 
cutting internet and mobile lines in advance of military operations—and general !ghting have caused extensive 
damage to infrastructure. As a result, activists in “liberated” zones are shifting their use of internet to satellite 
connections operated by armed groups.

Heavy !ghting and intense air bombing in the North have impacted the telecommunications infrastructure in recent 
months. SecDev !eld sources report that the internet, mobile phones and landlines are out of service in most of the 
region. Even where telecommunications infrastructure remains operational, it is often subject to lengthy power outages 
and shortages due to electrical damage and fuel shortages. 

Many activists in the North depend on satellite connections run by armed groups to obtain a reliable internet source. 
While expensive, many activists have secured some measure of connectivity through these means, which also allows 
them to sidestep regime controls. However, SecDev !eld sources maintain that lack of resources, training, and skills 
impede greater use of satellite connections. Communities bordering Turkey are able to access Turkish mobile 
coverage and even some 3G internet. In some areas, these signals can be picked up as far as the Shiekh Naijar 
Industrial Zone just outside of Aleppo.

In the rest of Syria, activists and the population at large continue to rely on the Syrian internet service and GSM 
providers. The infrastructure in these regions has not been damaged as extensively as in the North. Coupled with 
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Syria’s fragmenting internet: Physical destruction caused by ongoing !ghting is damaging the national telecoms 
infrastructure. In border areas, satellite connections and long-range wireless links to neighbouring countries are 
starting to replace dependence on Syrian Telecom. In the future, we are likely to see the emergence of separate 
internet zones in the country, re"ecting the shifting patterns of control between the regime and opposition groups. 

Monitoring regime censorship: The internet is a virtual frontline in Syria’s ongoing civil war. Censorship and 
surveillance are a daily fact of life. Syrian activists report many internet sites and services are inaccessible. SecDev 
has recently launched “Black Watch” to test and document Syrian censorship and surveillance practices.

Activists at risk in Syria: Activists at a recent conference in Tunis con!rmed the regime monitors internet cafés, and 
searches users’ computers and mobile phones for evidence of security tools.

Syria’s opposition embraces the Twitterverse: Syria’s opposition has taken to the Twittersphere to engage 
international audiences about the ongoing crisis. They are more numerous and active than regime favorable 
communities.

SYRIA’S SHRINKING & FRAGMENTING INTERNET



more abundant fuel supplies, central Syria has experienced better and more reliable telecommunication services; but 
activists in these regions are at a greater security risk because they rely on regime-controlled providers. Internet and 
cell phones are centrally monitored and censored. In the event of another blackout, these regions lack alternative 
providers and are likely to go dark. Tight regime control makes it dif!cult to obtain independent satellite connections 
in these areas.

Syria’s internet is under threat. Across the country, access to reliable mobile and internet networks is at risk from 
destruction or deliberate disconnection. In the future, we are likely to see the emergence of separate internet zones in 
the country, re"ecting the shifting patterns of control between the regime and opposition groups. 
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SecDev has deployed Black Watch — a distributed autonomous testing system—to monitor the Syrian internet. Black 
Watch provides a real-time view of Syrian cyberspace, capturing evidence of blocked internet sites, and the status of 
protocols and ports used by services like Skype, Instant Messenger, and Twitter. Black Watch supplies important 
insights on the regime’s tactics for shaping and controlling the Syrian internet.

This week we report on Black Watch !ndings for internet proxies and circumvention services:

Syrian activists depend on circumvention and encryption technologies for accessing blocked sites. Internet proxies, 
circumvention tools, and end-to-end solutions are all popular and well-used. Leading services such as TOR and 
Psiphon report between 10-20,000 connections per day.

Syrian ISPs are censoring the websites of popular technologies. Recent Black Watch tests con!rm that Syrians trying 
to access the websites of Proxyweb, Proxify, Hidemyass and Guardster are either blocked or redirected to the home 
page of the Syrian ISP they used to connect to the net.1

The websites for Psiphon and TOR remain accessible.2 Syrian activists report, however, that the TOR service is of 
clear concern to the regime: activist devices are routinely searched at government-run checkpoints for the presence of 
the service. 

Psiphon usage has returned to pre-blackout levels and remains accessible within Syria. There are no reports of 
activists being detained or arrested for having Psiphon on their devices, but the regime has continued its efforts to 
block Psiphon channels.

As previously reported by SecDev, Syria uses a DPI-based method to detect VPN connections, and aggressively 
blocks the most popular protocols in connection methods.3 Its level of sophistication has increased rapidly throughout 
the con"ict, and is now on par with censorship systems being used in Iran.

A rapidly changing environment

The internet is an essential environment for all parties in Syria’s ongoing civil war. In the past year, despite the rising 
violence, internet and cellphone usage has increased by 400,000 subscribers.4 Censorship and surveillance 
represent an increasingly serious risk for Syrian online users.

SecDev will continue to deploy Black Watch to test, map, monitor and report on the shifting geography of Syrian 
cyberspace.

BLACK WATCH: MONITORING SYRIAN CENSORSHIP

1 http://www.hidemyass.com, http://www.guardster.com, http://www.proxyweb.net, http://proxify.com
2 http://psiphon.ca, https://www.torproject.org
3 http://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2012/syria
4 http://www.budde.com.au/Research/Syria-Telecoms-Mobile-Broadband-and-Forecasts.html
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Syrian opposition groups are more numerous and active in Syria’s Twittersphere than other communities including 
those supporting the Assad government. Social network analysis suggests that the regime’s opponents have embraced 
Twitter as an important communications tool, especially for engaging Western audiences.

SecDev’s preliminary assessment of Syrian Twitter content in English and Arabic reveals three primary political 
communities: the Activist Community, the Free Syrian Army (FSA) Community and the Regime Favourable Community. 
Community boundaries have been identi!ed around communicative interactions based on clustering statistics. 
Community lines are not hard and fast—there are always border members, bridges, and shifting alliances—but core 
communities are evident.

Facebook is for who you know, and Twitter is for who you want to know 

Syrians use a variety of social media platforms to communicate views and information about the con"ict to each other 
and to the outside world. 

Facebook is the dominant social media platform for intra-Syrian communication among Syrians familiar with each 
other.  

SYRIA’S BLOG OF WAR: THE OPPOSITION EMBRACES THE TWITTERVERSE

3
CONNECTING WITH ACTIVISTS: THREATS TO INTERNET USERS IN SYRIA

Syrian activists using the internet are under constant threat from pro-regime forces. At a recent conference in 
Tunisia, activists stated that the regime monitors internet cafés. Café owners are required to install monitoring 
software and provide weekly reports that detail the activities of users. Customers are often monitored with video 
surveillance.  

Activists are also at risk for the possession of encryption and other security tools. At government-run checkpoints, 
Syrians possessing tools such as TOR and TrueCrypt are often detained and told to surrender the passwords to 
their computers, !les, and social media accounts. However, the searches for these tools are usually super!cial – 
just a quick glance at the apps visible on the desktop or mobile phone screen.

Open Internet Tools Project (www.openitp.org) and the International Security Coalition (www.informsec.net) hosted 
the conference. The forum enabled activists, developers, and organizations to better understand the digital security 
needs of Syrian activists, and to work together to streamline a global digital response. 

Key takeaways for activists included:

• Users of internet cafés should assume that their keystrokes are being logged. Internet cafés should be 
avoided when communicating potentially sensitive information. 

• Users should hide digital safety tools so that they are not readily visible or identi!able on their desktops or 
mobile phone screens. Basic steps can help to avoid detention at checkpoints and other instances where 
equipment is routinely examined.  

The conference ended just as the Syrian regime shut down the internet. SecDev analysts and developers worked 
with other conference attendees in Tunis to share technical information and disseminate reports to the international 
community about the shutdown. 
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Communications Between Members 

Twitter is used less for communication between Syrians and more for communicating about the con"ict to international 
audiences. Approximately 9,000 users inside Syria tweet regularly. This number is signi!cant even when compared 
to the 170-million active Twitter users worldwide. Syrian tweets often act as news bulletin aggregators for important 
sources of less accessible information, such as that generated in private Facebook groups, private Skype calls and 
YouTube videos. Moreover, for every person tweeting, there are usually many others consuming the content.  

SecDev is undertaking detailed content analysis of the Syrian Twitterverse. Below are some preliminary observations 
about the three main groups.

Syrian communities in the Twittersphere
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This chart represents the number of tweets between members of a community over a two-week period.

This chart represents the number of tweets between 
members of a community from November 30 to 
December 6, 2012. 

This chart represents the number of members 
within a community from November 30 to 
December 6, 2012. 
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The Free Syrian Army (FSA) Community

The FSA Community tweets mostly in Arabic. Of the three groups identi!ed, the FSA community has the largest 
number of active users, however members’ engagement with each other is lower than that observed within the 
Activist Community. It is a less participative community. Tweets tend to focus on news about the operations of the 
FSA and other opposition forces.

Top re-tweets for the FSA Community (November 30 - December 6, 2012):

Re-Tweets Content

256 RT @cnnbrk: President Obama warns #Syria's President Bashar al-Assad the use of chemical weapons would be 
"totally unacceptable." http://t.co/g8oG9cZO

157
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @HazemAlarour: “Steps to Victory” documentary which I !lmed inside of Aleppo and its countryside... Thanks to 
the director  @AboodAlazem and thanks to the team of Shada Al Hurriya @shadatv. http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YkdL26 (link no longer active)

157
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @IsraeliAffairs: Assad seeks political asylum in Latin America. His forces have become unable to defend 
Damascus. Russia is rearranging its cards with Turkey and KSA.https://twitter.com/search?q=%23%D8%AF
%D9%85%D8%B4%D9%82&src=hash

143
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @HazemAlarour: The Regime says Damascus airport is closed for maintenance. The fact is that Syria as a 
whole is closed for maintenance to restore its glory and dignity and get rid of traitors, and the engineers are the 
heroes of the FSA.

125
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @News_3ajeel: Breaking news: News sources say the regime is collapsing in Damascus and most of Syria, 
and regime forces are withdrawing to the coastal areas. Pray for us.

115
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @3ajel_News: Breaking news: After the internet blackout in Syria, Google puts up a new service http://
twitter.com/speak2tweet to communicate with Syrians. pic.twitter.com/A3X9LC0s

108
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @the_free_army: The houses of children of Tafas (a town in Daraa) are burned, their families are murdered, 
their city is destroyed but they are smiling. May God burn you, Bashar. These children have birds’ hearts. 
pic.twitter.com/Mkp1PlnY

104
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @the_free_army: As though you see the heroic acts of (the prophet’s) Companions. The commander of Al 
Alameen Brigade was shot in his mouth after his arm had been amputated in the battle!eld. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4gzAK02ocU

100
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @News_3ajeel: Breaking news: Heroes of the FSA attack Dier Ezzour Airport from several directions… Pray for 
your brothers and, God willing, it will be liberated soon.

99
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @s_almogren: From my own sources and to con!rm what I had said in my article today, Bashar cut off 
electricity in Damascus to move trucks loaded with ammunition to Qasiyoun mountain. 
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23%D8%AF%D9%85%D8%B4%D9%82&src=hash
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The Activist Community

The Activist Community tweets mostly in English, indicating a strategy to reach external audiences, mostly in the 
West. This community has fewer members than the FSA community, but more than the Regime Favourable 
community. Activist tweeters also tweet more frequently amongst themselves, indicating a more robust and engaged 
network. 

Top re-tweets for the Activist Community (November 30 - December 6, 2012):

Re-Tweets Content

485
RT @jenanmoussa: My passport stamped by #FSA at Bab El Salemeh crossing. Its a brand new stamp that reads 'New 
#Syria'. @akhbar http://bit.ly/T2RXyy

133
RT @jenanmoussa: Internet in #Syria is down but some Syrians using @speak2tweet. A man from #Aleppo called 
to say "Freedom forever": ht ...

129
RT @jenanmoussa: #aleppo is a grey &amp; gloomy city. But 2day we suddenly saw rainbow over city. Gr8 pic 
by @HaraldDoornbos: http://t.c ...

118
RT @HalaGorani: !! MT @jenanmoussa My passport stamped by #FSA at Bab El Salemeh crossing. Brand new 
stamp that reads 'New #Syria'. htt ...

116
RT @jenanmoussa: Its so sad to be in #aleppo. We all heard of endless bombing &amp; bloodshed. The 
difference this time is that people a ...

109
RT @jenanmoussa: In a bakery in #aleppo a mom stood for 13 hours to get bread 2 her children. With teary 
eyes, she tells me: 'my babies ...

104
RT @jenanmoussa: Sometimes I just can't hold my tears. Even as a journalist, you just start crying in the middle of 
it. #pt #aleppo | @A ...

92
RT @NMSyria: A father hugs his injured baby after doctors told him they can't save his life. || #Homs, #Syria. via 
@BintAlRifai http:// ...

88
RT @jenanmoussa: No matter how hard I try 2 explain how hungry this city is, I won't be able.10s of people 
walked up to me today in #ale ...

86
RT @AlArabiya_Eng: "I can't understand any leader that kills his people" - @ImranKhanPTI on #Syria http://t.co/
jEIeNsdw #Assad http://t. ...

The Regime Favourable Community

The Regime Favourable Community tweets mostly in English, indicating an intended external audience. Although it 
has the lowest number of members, the number of tweets per member is close to that of the Activist Community. A 
closer analysis of member composition also shows a sub-group of seemingly non-partisan members. Syrians call 
them the “grey group” – those who oppose the regime, but have doubts about the true motivations of the rebels, and 
worry about where the uprising will lead.

Top re-tweets for the Regime Favourable Community (November 30 - December 6, 2012):

Re-Tweets Content

103
RT @YourAnonNews: Anonymous is attacking Assad due to the internet outage. Anonymous is not attacking 
Assad in support of the Free Syria ...



45
RT @CNN: "We know freedom has a price, but how long can we keep on living like this?" CNN inside Syria: 
http://t.co/cVm7T7JB

38
RT @ActualidadRT: Miles de soldados de #EEUU se acercan a la costa #siria en el portaaviones #Eisenhower 
#noticias #Assad http://t.co/Wz ...

36 RT @IrinaGalushkoRT: #Russia to aid in building #Turkey's !rst nuclear power plant #Putin #Russia

34
RT @AnonymousPress: SHOCKING VIDEO from #Turkey of police attacking Kurdish !ghters funerals! http://
t.co/txNVgd9r ! V @Hevallo

30
Translated 

from Arabic

RT @georgekordahi: Palestine had waited for Arab arms, Arab money, Arab media and Arab consensus for 65 
years, but Syria got it in one year. 

29
RT @ActualidadRT: URGENTE: Explosiï¿½_n de coche bomba en #Homs ha afectado al menos a 40 personas 
#Siria [FOTO] http://t.co/3qvkwRun http: ...

29
RT @Didz1234: This is how the #FSA tried to cut off the road to #Damascus Airport, #Syria...by !ring on 
CIVILIAN vehicles at random. ht ...

28
RT @ismailsaymaz: :) vakit'e konuşan pkk itirafçısı: örgütün bir kısmı zerdüşt, yezidi, ateist, bir kısmı hristiyandı. 
tek müslüman bendim, o yüzden kaçtım.

27
RT @jeanassy: The Free Syrian Army is threatening to destroy #Lebanon, of course using the arms sent to them 
from @haririSaad via Oqab s ...
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About Syria Cyber Watch

These reports aggregate information on events 
occurring in Syrian cyberspace. Analysis relies 
on different sources: social media, traditional 
media, blogs, !eld reports from our on-the-
ground Syrian researchers, and technical 
network interrogation by SecDev.Cyber.

About The SecDev Foundation

The SecDev Foundation is a not-for-pro!t organization that seeks to broaden global public 
awareness and understanding in three core programme areas: cyber empowerment; the 
sources of security and resilience; and armed violence prevention and reduction.The SecDev 
Foundation supports local partners, research and advocacy in regions at risk from fragility, 
violence and underdevelopment in Asia, Africa, Eurasia, the Middle East and Latin America.


